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IFS Connect Australia - 2nd May 2024 
Platned are a proud Silver sponsor of IFS Connect Australia, scheduled for May 2,

2024, at the Museum of Contemporary Art Australia in Sydney. The event will

present Platned with a valuable opportunity to build connections with a diverse array

of individuals, including IFS team members, partners, customers, and prospects.  

Chamara, Platned CEO will be presenting his thoughts on Future-proofed Service
and Asset Management Expertise. 

Customer Moment
“We have been collaborating with Platned since 2019 for Technical Consulting,

assisting in BAU, patching, providing support during platform downtimes, ensuring

that Paradigm remains on the correct version. The Platned team has consistently

been responsive, addressing concerns with the platform promptly, 24/7. Platned

stands out as one of the best partners we've ever engaged with. It's thanks to

Platned that we continue to use IFS and plan to do so in the foreseeable future.” 
 

Andrew Brownell 
General Manager Systems & Services 

Paradigm Engineers 
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Read More Our Customers | Platned 

Del Mar Electronics & Manufacturing Show

Exposition & Seminar Programme
Our Sales Director for America, Daniel Young, attended the Del Mar Electronics &

Manufacturing Show Exposition & Seminar Programme (DMEMS 2024). The event

allowed industry experts to discuss the latest electronics and manufacturing trends.

 

"This was our first time attending the 2024 Del Mar Manufacturing and Electronics

show and it was a huge success. With 370 Vendors showcasing the latest and

greatest software and hardware technologies to over 3500+ attendees over 2 days it

was a packed event. Industry 4.0 and AI were hot topics but 'Order to Cash' was still

the main driving force for cost and efficiency savings. " 

Daniel Young
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Ask Platned – A drop-in IFS Clinic
On April 24th, Platned successfully hosted an open session during which our

experienced sales team provided valuable insights and effective solutions for

challenges related to IFS. Leveraging more than a century of combined experience,

our specialists provided pragmatic approaches to enhance IFS operations and

increase productivity.  

 

The next “Ask Platned” event will take place on the 9th May at 4:30PM BST and

11:30AM EST – Register Now to secure your spot.  

Platned - Official Sponsor of the IFS UKI

Snowdon Challenge 
Scheduled for Monday, July 1st, this exciting event will feature a 15KM hike with 975

meters of ascent, promising a thrilling journey amidst the stunning landscapes of

Snowdonia.   
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The Foundation's mission to invest in public health and education in remote Sri

Lankan communities resonates deeply with us. We are proud to stand behind such

an impactful initiative organised by IFS and to help to break the cycle of poverty and

create brighter futures.

CSR Activities
We've just wrapped up three fulfilling days at A.E. Gunasinghe Vidyalaya! Inspired

by CEO Chamara's genuine dedication to his school where he started as the 14th

student. We are grateful for the opportunity to teach these children and thank

Platned Thriving Club for organising the career fair booth. 
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